Good Morning PBGC
Can't thanks the 117th congress for making the right decision and passing the Butch Lewis Act. With the rules that you have it should be important to take in to consideration others who tried to save the pension system. There efforts were valiant but we all know it was futile. The reductions and benefit changes that were made did really not accomplish much if anything. The problem as we now know was structural and the ball was drop by congress in the Pension committees many years ago. The oversee by the GAO was lax and the warning signs were ignored by Many. With these rules the following should be accomplished. All participants should be elevated to priory benefit levels. The mix of reductions by certain funds and company's was futile. The participants held up there end of the bargain. Please take into consideration the loss of benefits we take every year because of inflation as our pensions do not have a cost of living increase. Thank you for taking into account these comments.
Respectfully
Bernie Anderson